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• Semi-automated tools enable assessment
of lobar perfusion with Dual-Energy
CTA.
• The pulmonary perfusion is heteroge
neously distributed along the pulmo
nary lobes.
• Lobar perfusion was decreased only in
the lobes with high vascular obstruction
index.
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Purpose: Semi-automated lobar segmentation tools enable an anatomical assessment of regional pulmonary
perfusion with Dual-Energy CTA (DE-CTA). We aimed to quantify lobar pulmonary perfusion with DE-CTA,
analyze the perfusion distribution among the pulmonary lobes in subjects without cardiopulmonary diseases
and assess the correlation between lobar perfusion and regional endoluminal clots in patients with acute pul
monary embolism (PE).
Methods: We evaluated 151 consecutive subjects with suspected PE and without cardiopulmonary comorbidities.
DE-CTA derived perfused blood volume (PBV) of each pulmonary lobe was measured applying a semi-automated
lobar segmentation technique. In patients with PE, blood clot location was assessed, and CT-based vascular
obstruction index of each lobe (CTOIlobe) was calculated and classified into three groups: CTOIlobe= 0, low
CTOIlobe (1–50%) and high CTOIlobe (>50%).
Results: Among patients without PE (103/151, 68.2%), median lobar PBV was 13.7% (IQR 10.2–18.0%); the right
middle lobe presented lower PBV when compared to all the other lobes (p < .001). In patients with PE (48/151,
31.8%), lobar PBV was 12.6% (IQR 9.6–15.7%), 13.7% (IQR 10.1–16.7%) and 6.5% (IQR 5.1–10.2%) in the
lobes with CTOIlobe= 0, low CTOIlobe and high CTOIlobe scores, respectively, with a significantly decreased PBV in
the lobes with high CTOIlobe score (p < .001). ROC analysis of lobar PBV for prediction of high CTOIlobe score
revealed AUC of 0.847 (95%CI 0.785–0.908).

Abbreviations: CTOI, Computed tomography obstruction index; DE-CTA, Dual-energy computed tomography angiography; PBV, Perfused blood volume.
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Conclusion: Pulmonary perfusion was heterogeneously distributed along the pulmonary lobes in patients without
cardiopulmonary diseases. In patients with PE, the lobes with high vascular obstruction score (CTOIlobe> 50%)
presented a decreased lobar perfusion.

1. Introduction

between regional endoluminal clots and lobar perfusion in patients with
PE.

Dual Energy computed tomography is a single acquisition technique
that permits the decomposition of different materials within an
anatomic region, based on the differences in the attenuation of its ele
ments (e.g., water, iodine, and calcium) at different energy levels [1,2].
The application of Dual Energy technique in Pulmonary CT Angiography
(DE-CTA) permits the generation of iodine distribution maps and is
considered a surrogate of dynamic studies of pulmonary perfusion [3].
Previous studies demonstrated a reduced global pulmonary perfusion
estimated by DE-CTA (i.e., a reduction in the mean iodine distribution in
the entire lung) in patients with acute pulmonary embolism (PE), and
also a correlation between global perfusion and adverse clinical out
comes in patients with PE [4–7].
Pulmonary perfusion distribution is influenced by several factors
beyond vascular obstruction, including gravity, pulmonary density, and
structural features of the lung [8]. Regional gradients of pulmonary
perfusion were previously demonstrated in studies using electron-beam
CT (EBCT), scintigraphy, single-photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and DE-CTA [9–13]. These
quantitative studies of regional pulmonary perfusion were based on
non-anatomical zonal division models of the lungs (e.g.,
upper-intermediate-lower zones, or ventral-intermediate-dorsal zones).
Pulmonary lobes, however, are separated by fissures, features a partic
ular structural anatomy, and are supplied by an independent vascular
tree originated from the main pulmonary arteries. Impairments in the
blood flow on a specific arterial branch, for example, might affect the
regional perfusion of the lobe that is supplied by its distal branches, with
minor or non-repercussion in the nearby parenchyma of a neighboring
lobe, even when located within the same zone. One single recent study
compared lobar and zonal quantitative perfusion parameters using
DE-CTA and reported a higher accuracy of the lobar perfusion analysis in
the prediction of PE [14].
The application of semi-automated lung lobe segmentation tech
niques can enable the perfusion quantification of each pulmonary lobe
and permits a more anatomical approach of regional blood flow distri
bution. Thus, the first aim of this study was to assess the lobar distri
bution of pulmonary perfusion with DE-CTA in subjects without
cardiopulmonary diseases. Second, we investigated the correlation

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study design and population
The study retrospectively evaluated in-hospital patients of our ter
tiary referral center that underwent DE-CTA for suspected PE between
April 2016 and July 2019. Clinical database originated from a previous
study in which patients had already signed an informed consent form
and was approved by local Institutional Review Board.
Among 233 eligible subjects with suspected PE, patients with un
derlying cardiopulmonary diseases, CT scans with poor contrast
enhancement (attenuation <200 Hounsfield Units (HU) in the pulmo
nary trunk) and those exams with technical limitations that precluded
images post-processing were excluded. A total of 151 patients were
included in the study.
2.2. DE-CTA image acquisition protocol
DE-CTA examinations were performed on a single-tube DE-CT
scanner (Discovery CT750 HD; GE Healthcare, Chicago, Ill) with rapid
kilovoltage peak switching (140 and 80 kVp), tube current of 630 mA,
pitch of 1.375, rotation time of 0.5 s and collimation of 64 × 0.625 mm.
Intravenous iodinated contrast material (1.0 ml/kg of iobitridol Xenetix 300; Guerbet, Villepinte, France) was infused at 4.0 ml/sec,
followed by a 50 ml saline flush at 5.0 ml/sec. A region of interest (ROI)
was placed over the pulmonary artery at the level of the carina and
acquisition in caudo-cranial direction started seven seconds after
attenuation in the ROI achieved 100 HU.
2.3. Evaluation of DE-CTA findings
2.3.1. Quantitative analysis of DE-CTA
An automated algorithm (GSI viewer tool; AW Workstation; GE
Healthcare) generated the iodine pulmonary maps (Fig. 1). One thoracic
radiologist performed the pulmonary lobes segmentation using Chest
Imaging Platform (CIP, Applied Chest Imaging Laboratory; Boston,

Fig. 1. 52-year-old woman with acute pulmonary embolism. CTA axial image shows a filling defect in the right pulmonary artery (arrow in a). A diffusely reduced
iodine density in the right lung (area demarcated by yellow line and represented by blue color) is visualized in the color-coded pulmonary iodine map (b). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of image postprocessing steps. Following CT acquisition, pulmonary lobes were segmented using Interactive Lobe Segmentation tool
from 3D Slicer platform (http://www.slicer.org). A small number of fiducial points (5− 10) was manually selected along the right and left oblique fissures and the
right horizontal fissure. A label map delimiting each lung lobe was created by the platform, based on the user-specified fiducial points (a). In b, quantitative features
of the whole lung and of each lung lobe were obtained (I - lung density histogram, II - lung volume, III – lung mass). Iodine density of each lung lobe (c) was acquired
after merging segmented lung label map with iodine map (represented in grayscale). RUL, right upper lobe; RML, right middle lobe; RLL, right lower lobe; LUL, left
upper lobe; LLL, left lower lobe.

Massachusetts, USA) extension [15,16] for open-source software plat
form 3D Slicer software, version 4.8.2 [17] (http://www.slicer.org). The
Interactive Lobe Segmentation tool permitted a semi-automated seg
mentation of the lung lobes by selecting a small number of fiducial
points (5− 10) on each fissure.
The Parenchyma Analysis module within CIP provided the volume,
mass, and density of the whole lung and of each lung lobe. Radiomics
extension module within 3D Slicer allowed acquisition of mean iodine
density of the whole lung and of each lung lobe, by merging iodine map
and segmented lung images (Fig. 2).
A relative value of pulmonary perfused blood volume (PBV) was
calculated by normalizing the iodine density (mg/ml) of each lung lobe
by the iodine density of the pulmonary artery (region of interest set in
the pulmonary trunk), according to the equation.
PBV(%) =

were assessed and recorded. To determinate the CT-based vascular
obstruction index of each pulmonary lobe (CTOIlobe), a semiquantitative
method adapted from Qanadli et al. [18], was performed by one thoracic
radiologist that was blinded to the iodine maps. The arterial tree of the
lung was divided according to the number of segmental arteries of each
pulmonary lobe (i.e., three in the right upper lobe, five in the left upper
lobe – including lingula, two in the right middle lobe, and five in each
lower lobe, totalizing 20 segmental arteries). Clot burden was calculated
∑
using the formula CTOIlobe = {[ (n × d)/t] × 100}, where n is the
number of segmental vessels arising distally, d is the degree of
obstruction (0, patent vessel; 1, partial occlusion; 2, completely
occluded vessel) and t is the maximum achievable score for each lobe
(six for the right upper lobe, ten for the left upper lobe, four for the right
middle lobe and ten for each lower lobe). Central clots scored in all the
distally located lobes and a subsegmental embolus was considered a
partial occlusion in the corresponding segmental artery [19].
Pulmonary lobes were classified into three groups based on CTOIlobe
score: (1) without obstruction (score = 0), (2) low CTOIlobe score
(1–50%) and (3) high CTOIlobe score (>50%).
Regarding distribution, blood clots were considered peripheral when

mean iodine density of lung lobe
x100
iodine density of pulmonary artery

2.3.2. Blood clot distribution and lobar vascular obstruction index
Location and distribution of blood clots of all exams with positive PE
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receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) and analyzing the area
under the curve (AUC).
P < .05 was considered significant. All data was analyzed using SPSS
(IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 20.0. Armonk, NY: IBM
Corp). Graphs were performed using GraphPad Prism version 8.1.1 for
macOS, GraphPad Software.

Table 1
Clots location in patients with PE.
Positive PE
(N = 48)
Number of lobes with clots per patient
1
2
3
4
5
Clot location
RUL
RML
RLL
LUL
LLL
Whole lung CTOI
1–50%
51–100%

12 (25.0)
9 (18.8)
7 (14.6)
5 (10.4)
15 (31.3)

3. Results
Forty-eight out of 151 patients presented PE (31.8%). Median age
was 50 years (IQR 33.5–64.0), with no significant differences between
the groups of patients with and without PE (56 [IQR 32.5–67.5] vs. 48
[IQR 34.5–62.5], p = .227). There was a female predominance in both
groups (35/48 [72.9%] with PE and 72/103 [69.9%] without PE), with
no significant differences between the groups (p = .848).
Most patients with positive PE (36/48, 75%) presented clots in two
or more lobes and the right lower lobe was the most affected (41/48,
85.4%) (Table 1).
Lobar perfusion analysis and other regional quantitative features are
summarized in Table 2. In patients without vascular obstructions
(negative PE), there was a significant difference in the lung density
between the lobes (p < .001), with decreased lung density in the right
middle lobe when compared to the right upper lobe (p = .007) and to
both lower lobes (p < .001). Still among patients without PE, there was a
reduced PBV in the right middle lobe when compared to both upper and
lower lobes (p < .001). A non-significant difference of the PBV between
the remaining lobes was observed, with slightly higher PBV in the upper
and lower lobes of the right lung compared to the lobes of the left lung
(p = .185) (Fig. 3). The Spearman’s correlation coefficient between lung
PBV and lung density in the exams without PE was 0.57 (p < .001).
Among the 240 pulmonary lobes from the 48 patients with positive
PE, 146 lobes (60.8%) presented blood clots. CTOIlobe scored between
1% and 50% (low CTOIlobe) in most of the lobes with blood clots (72.6%,
106/146) and above 50% (high CTOIlobe) in 27.4% of the lobes (40/
146). Nearly two thirds of the lobes presented only peripheral clots
(64.4%, 94/146) and the remaining lobes presented both peripheral and
central clots (32.2%, 47/146) or only central clots (3.4%, 5/146).
Clots distribution according to the lobar CTOIlobe score are shown in
Fig. 4. Most of the lobes with low CTOIlobe score exhibited clots only in
peripheral arteries (84/106, 79.2%). Central clots were detected in three
quarters of the lobes with high CTOIlobe score (30/40), with predomi
nance of the combination of both central and peripheral clots (26/40,

27 (56.3)
21 (43.8)
41 (85.4)
26 (54.2)
31(64.6)
41 (85.4)
7 (14.6)

Note – Data corresponds to the number and percentage of patients. RUL,
right upper lobe; RML, right middle lobe; RLL, right lower lobe; LUL, left
upper lobe; LLL, left lower lobe

located in segmental or subsegmental arteries and central when located
in any artery located centrally to segmental arteries, including the pul
monary trunk, main pulmonary arteries, and interlobar/lobar arteries.
2.4. Statistical analysis
Continuous variables are expressed as medians and interquartile
range (IQR) and categorical variables as numbers (n) and percentages
(%). Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare continuous variables.
Chi-square test and Fisher’s exact test were used to compare categorical
variables. The Spearman correlation coefficient (r) was used for corre
lation analyses between lung density and lobar PBV. Value of r from 0 to
0.30, from 0.30 to 0.50, from 0.50 to 0.70, from 0.70 to 0.90. and greater
than 0.90 were considered negligible, low, moderate, high, and very
high correlations, respectively [20].
The association of clot distribution (central vs. peripheral), clot
location (i.e., in which lobe the clot is located), and CTOIlobe score with
the lobar PBV was assessed using linear regression analysis. In order to
test the independent association between each variable and lobar PBV, a
multivariate linear regression model was applied. The ability of lobar
PBV in the prediction of high CTOIlobe score was investigated using the
Table 2
Regional quantitative features and lobar perfusion in patients with and without PE.
Lung volume, ml
Negative PE
Positive PE
Lung mass, g
Negative PE
Positive PE
Lung density, g/ml
Negative PE
Positive PE
PBV, %
Negative PE
Positive PE

RUL

RML

RLL

LUL

LLL

Total Lung

649
(522–887)
669
(512–858)

355
(285–452)
323
(281–422)

788
(543–1047)
730
(502–933)

789
(669–1089)
842
(710–982)

657
(437–912)
639
(469–826)

3147
(2590–4301)
3285
(2714–3753)

186
(161–218)
184
(156–201)

91
(70–107)
83
(69–93)

231
(189–284)
216
(181–247)

225
(191–263)
215
(187–242)

201
(160–250)
186
(165–211)

939
(800–1094)
864
(779–1000)

0.28
(.23–0.32)
0.26
(.23–0.30)

0.24
(.20–0.28)
0.24
(.21–0.27)

0.30
(.25–0.38)
0.29
(.25–0.39)

0.26
(.22–0.32)
0.26
(.23–0.32)

0.32
(.26–0.38)
0.31
(.25–0.37)

0.28
(.24–0.34)
0.27
(.24–0.34)

15.8
(11.5–20.3)
14.3
(10.6–17.6)

11.4
(8.7–14.4)
9.7
(8.0–11.9)

15.0
(10.6–17.7)
13.1
(9.0–15.8)

13.8
(10.4–18.0)
13.3
(9.6–16.5)

13.8
(10.4–18.7)
13.1
(9.8–15.5)

14.6
(10.5–18.1)
13.0
(9.5–15.3)

Note – Data correspond to median with interquartile range in parentheses. RUL, right upper lobe; RML, right middle lobe; RLL, right lower lobe; LUL, left upper lobe;
LLL, left lower lobe
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65%).
The median lobar PBV in the lobes of patients without PE was 13.7%
(IQR 10.2–18.0). In patients with PE, lobar PBV in the lobes with
CTOIlobe score = 0, low CTOIlobe score and high CTOIlobe score were,
respectively, 12.6 (IQR 9.6–15.7), 13.7 (IQR 10.1–16.7) and 6.5 (IQR
5.1–10.2). PBV was significantly decreased in the lobes with high
CTOIlobe score compared to all the other groups (p < .001), with no
significant differences in the lobar PBV between the remaining groups
(p = .957) (Fig. 5).
Linear regression analysis of the influence of clot distribution, clot
location, and CTOIlobe score on lobar PBV is demonstrated in Table 3. In
univariate analysis, central clots and high CTOIlobe score negatively
influenced lobar PBV (p = .001 and p < .001, respectively), and there
was a negative but not significant influence of the location in the right
middle lobe on PBV (p = .07). In multivariate analysis, only high
CTOIlobe score independently influenced lobar PBV (p < .001). ROC
analysis of lobar PBV for prediction of high CTOIlobe score revealed AUC
of 0.847 (Fig. 6).

Fig. 3. Box and whisker plot with individual data points illustrating the vari
ation of PBV in the lobes of patients with negative PE. Right middle lobe pre
sented a significantly reduced PBV (p < .001). RUL, right upper lobe; RML,
right middle lobe; RLL, right lower lobe; LUL, left upper lobe; LLL, left
lower lobe.

4. Discussion
Lobar distribution of pulmonary perfusion could be quantitatively
assessed with DE-CTA in a few and semi-automated steps in the present
study. We observed that pulmonary perfusion is not homogeneously
distributed between the lobes in patients without vascular obstructions
and that, in patients with PE, a high regional clot load score is associated
with a decrease in the lobar PBV.
4.1. Interlobar PBV distribution
In patients without cardiopulmonary diseases and negative PE, a
predictable heterogeneous perfusion distribution was observed among
the pulmonary lobes, with a significantly reduced PBV in the right
middle lobe compared to all the other lobes (p < .001).
Earlier studies of pulmonary perfusion using EBCT, nuclear imaging
and MRI showed a decreasing perfusion from dorsal to ventral regions in
the supine position in healthy humans, with a more uniform distribution
in the prone position [9–12]. Felloni et al. [13] also demonstrated a
significant gradient between the posterior (i.e., dependent) and anterior
(i.e., non-dependent) lung zones using DE-CTA in a group of patients
without cardiopulmonary diseases. The dorsal-to-ventral gradient might
be one possible explanation for the significantly lower PBV in the right
middle lobe observed in the present study, as most of the volume of this
lobe is situated in the ventral lung zone (i.e., in the non-dependent zone
in the supine position), whereas upper and lower lobes are distributed
along both dependent and non-dependent zones.
The gravitational gradient of pulmonary perfusion was widely
demonstrated by earlier studies since 1960 s [21–25], but later studies
including computational and experimental models, as well as imaging
methods with improved spatial resolution demonstrated that pulmonary
perfusion distribution is beyond the linear zonal gravitational model
proposed by West et al. [26]. Moreover, one more factor that should be
considered in the vertical gradient of the pulmonary perfusion distri
bution is the influence of the lung density. Dependent regions of the lung
usually present higher density (mass/volume) than non-dependent re
gions, due to the lung compression. Consequently, the quantification of
regional perfusion, when measured per unit of pulmonary volume,
might be significantly increased in the higher density (i.e., dependent)
regions, without necessarily meaning a physiological increase in the
pulmonary blood flow. Hopkins et al. [27] observed that both pulmo
nary perfusion (measured per unit volume, ml/min/cm3) and lung
density (g/ml) were significantly higher in the dependent regions of the
lung in a group of healthy patients using MRI. When perfusion was
normalized by lung density (i.e., expressed in ml/min/g), there was a
significant reduction in the vertical gradient of pulmonary perfusion. In
concordance with the findings of Hopkins et al., we could demonstrate a

Fig. 4. Graph chart illustrating blood clot distribution according to lobar
CTOIlobe score. * central and peripheral clots within the same lobe.

Fig. 5. Box and whisker plot illustrating the PBV in the lobes without vascular
obstruction (score = 0), with low CTOIlobe score (1–50%) and high CTOIlobe
score (>50%) in the patients with PE.
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Table 3
Influence of clot distribution and location, and CTOIlobe score on lobar PBV values.
Regression coefficient B

Standardized regression coefficient β

P-value

Regression coefficient B

Standardized regression coefficient β

P-value

-6.689

-.503

< .001

-6236

-,469

< .001

-3.388

-.274

.001

-0.400

-.032

.70

1.147
-2.934
0.34
1.097

.075
-.174
.002
.076

.43
.07
.98
.43

1.475
-1.164
0.168
0.364
14.116

.097
-.069
.011
.025

.25
.42
.90
.77
< .001

Univariate analysis
CTOIlobe > 50%
(ref1–50%)
Central clot1
(ref peripheral2)
RUL (ref RLL)
RML (ref RLL)
LUL (ref RLL)
LLL (ref RLL)
Constant

Multivariate analysis

Note –1 includes the lobes with only central clots or with both central and peripheral clots. 2 includes the lobes with only peripheral clots. Ref, reference.

AUC of 0.847 (p < .001) in predicting high lobar clot load score
(CTOIlobe >50%). This result is in concordance with global PBV analysis
performed by Meinel et al. [6], that showed a significant negative cor
relation between global PBV and Qanadli obstruction score (r = − 0.46;
p < .001) of the whole lung, in a similar group of patients with PE and
without other thoracic comorbidities.
A clot load score of less than or equal to 50%, however, did not
decrease the lobar PBV when compared to lobes without vascular
obstruction in our study. In a normal lung, high-blood-flow regions are
usually matched with high-ventilation regions and vice versa. In PE,
pulmonary clots are preferentially distributed to high-blood-flow re
gions, redistributing blood to previously low-blood-flow regions, with
no change in regional ventilation, resulting in ventilation/perfusion
mismatch and producing hypoxemia [35]. The redistribution of blood
flow, without significant reduction in the perfused volume, might be a
possible explanation for the results of our study. When clots were
located only in peripheral branches, as occurred in most of the lobes
with low CTOIlobe score (84/106, 79.2%), the blood flow might have
been redirected to non-obstructed low-blood-flow branches within the
same lobe, maintaining the total lobar PBV. On the other hand, in the
presence of central clots, that were mostly found in the lobes with high
CTOIlobe score (30/40, 75%), blood flow might have been redirected to
the neighboring lobes without vascular obstruction, consequently
reducing lobar PBV.
A wide spectrum of diseases may result in diminished regional pul
monary perfusion. Acute PE is one of the most common causes, but
chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH), extrinsic
vascular compressions (e.g., hilar masses, mediastinitis or previous local
radiation therapy), regional parenchymal diseases (e.g., bullous
emphysema or post-inflammatory sequelae) and congenital anomalies
of pulmonary arterial branches are some potential clinical applications
of lobar perfusion analysis with DE-CTA. As practical examples, quan
titative assessment of lobar perfusion could be useful in patients with
CTEPH before and after embolectomy, in pulmonary artery re
constructions of congenital anomalies and preoperative planning of lung
volume reduction surgeries in severe chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) [36–38].

Fig. 6. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of lobar PBV for pre
diction of high vascular obstruction score (CTOIlobe>50%).

moderate correlation between lobar PBV and lobar density (r = 0.57,
p < .001).
The distribution of blood flow within the lungs, however, is not
exclusively influenced by vertical gradient [28–30]. The presence of
perfusion heterogeneity within isogravitational planes of the lung
demonstrated by previous studies suggests that the anatomic structure
might significantly influence the blood flow and that the geometry of the
pulmonary vascular tree is determinant in the perfusion distribution
[31–33].
In an experimental study using SPECT, Hakim et al. [34] reported a
marked central-to-peripheral gradient in the perfusion distribution,
possibly related to the influence of the length and the branching of the
conducting vessels in the vascular resistance and, consequently, in the
blood flow. Each lung lobe presents an independent branching structure,
comprising equivalent proportions of generations of vascular branches.
As a result, central-to-peripheral gradient might have minor influence in
the lobar distribution of pulmonary perfusion. Indeed, in our study, the
upper and lower lobes, which are also less influenced by the vertical
gradient, did not present significant differences in the PBV.

4.3. Limitations
This is a retrospective study performed in a single institution. To
minimize the influence in PBV, a significant proportion of the patients
were excluded due to the coexistence of underlying cardiopulmonary
diseases, such as emphysema, fibrosing interstitial lung disease, pneu
monia, and pulmonary malignancies. Consequently, our results might
not be applicable in a larger population of patients with thoracic
comorbidities.
The study comprises a heterogeneous group of patients that were
hospitalized in our institution due to a variety of causes, including
oncologic and infectious diseases, postoperative care, and trauma.
Despite the exclusion of cardiopulmonary diseases, patients were not

4.2. Correlation between lobar PBV and lobar CTOI
As expected, lobar PBV correlated negatively to CTOIlobe score, with
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stratified by the remaining comorbidities, even though they were not
expected to directly influence the lobar PBV.
Finally, we did not perform a correlative analysis of lobar PBV with
prognostic parameters, such as laboratorial biomarkers, signs of right
ventricular dysfunction or patients clinical outcome; therefore, the
prognostic value of our findings might be a possible direction for future
investigation.
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5. Conclusions
Lobar quantification of PBV with DE-CTA is a feasible approach that
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obstruction score was above 50%, whereas a low blood clot load score
did not significantly reduce PBV.
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